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 Dr. Robert H. Goddard
Father of Rocket Technology

Glimpses from History

On March 16, 1926, Dr. Robert
H. Goddard launched the world’s
first liquid-fueled rocket in
Auburn, Mass. USA, laying the
foundation for rocket technology.

Goddard stands next to the
rocket before launch as it stood in
the frame from which it was fired.
Although the rocket flew for only
2.5 seconds, it climbed 41 feet and
landed 184 feet away. From 1930
to 1941, Goddard made substantial
progress in the development of
progressively larger rockets, which
attained altitudes of 2,400 meters,
or about 1.5 miles, and refined his
equipment for guidance and
control, his techniques of welding,
and his insulation, pumps, and
other associated equipment.
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Editor’s Desk

‘The challenge: Minimum manipulations to get a service

instantly out of the gadgets  we regularly handle.’

‘Easy to use’ is the need today, when it comes to the multitude of
gadgets we handle  – mobile phone, PDA, digital camera, TV, music
system, laptop……

In line with the Pareto principle,  only 20%  of the functions in a
gadget are used by most of the people. The remaining 80 % are used by
some geeks only.

The challenge then falls on the designer  – to innovatively plan the
functions in such a way that even the grandma will be able to use most of
them. The famous words of Paul Mercer, the brain-father of the  interface
of Apple’s iPod  indicate  his design philosophy, which led to the
phenomenal success of  this portable music player: It is successful because

it is simple. In fact,  interfaces  are metaphorical gateways through which
humans enter and navigate around the technologies working in a device.
Their design in a most human-friendly, better say, layman-friendly way
will decide whether the device will be a commercial success or not. There
are umpteen cases of failures of  very well engineered products which hit
road blocks on  ‘user-friendliness.’

Ask   any serious user of  a  feature-rich  mobile phone or PDA or
camera as to how many of the  functions built into them are familiar to
him. Most probably, you will end up with an answer: ‘may be around 20
to 30%.’

Of course, over the years, there has been much progress in the matter
with designers coming up with innovative  interfaces  to enable even the
lay-user  to take maximum mileage out of their gadgets.  But there is a
long way to go, to push up this percentage continuously, so
that the features built into the gizmos expending  resources,
are all easily put to use. After all, majority of  the digital devices
have come down to the common man’s level today.

Trivandrum N. T. Nair
1 Apr.’07 ntnair@gmail.com
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 A new
n a n o m a t e r i a l
developed at the U.S.
Department of
Energy's Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
(ORNL) might
replace a costly
process in biodiesel
production.

Scientists at the
l a b o r a t o r y ' s
Nanoscience Center
say the technology might replace the biodiesel manufacturing process
that consumes chemicals, water and energy and also reduces the yield
of the final product.

During production, catalysts must be applied to transform biodiesel
from a thick and sticky substance into a fluid that can easily be pumped
into vehicles. Following that process, the corrosive catalysts must
be neutralized and washed from the fuel.

ORNL researchers  created a material of solid acid nanocatalysts
that can be fixed inside a reusable column or filter through which the
biodiesel can flow to remove the catalyst materials.

This  nanomaterial shows promise for other applications as well,
such as fuel cells, batteries and other energy storage and conversion
technologies.

[For details: www.freerepublic.com]

Energy

Biodiesel Production
Nanomaterial  Method

If you are not criticized, you may not be
doing much.

  - Donald H. Rumsfeld
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Medical advances in transplantation surgery have given a  new ray
of hope to hapless patients suffering from failure of organs like kidney,
liver, heart, cornea etc. Naturally, there is a surge in demand for organs
from those needing them to save their life. In genuine cases, relatives
of ailing patients willingly donate their body parts like kidney to give
a new lease of life to their beloved.

It is estimated that more than 3,300 Americans died last year
awaiting kidney transplants, and  among around 100,000 plus people
on waiting lists of organs in the United States, 74,500 are in need of
kidneys. The average wait can be five years, says the   United Network
for Organ Sharing (UNOS),  a private, nonprofit organization in US
that matches available organ donors in US with waiting transplant
recipients through the national Organ Procurement and
Transplantation Network (OPTN). UNOS administers this program
under contract with the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services..

Every day, 17 Americans die of organ failure. In Canada, a patient
has to  wait seven years for an organ transplant. In Israel, the average
wait for a kidney transplant is four years.

The following figures give a rough idea of the organ sharing activities
in the US:

Organs Registrations

Kidney 74518
Liver 17445
Pancreas 1764
Kidney and Pancreas 2441
Heart 2852
Lung 2843
Heart and Lung 119
Intestine 233
Total 102215

Transplant Tourism
Ugly Face of Medical Tourism

Health

Against this requirement of
various organs, the availability
factor is a big issue, not only in
US but also in other countries. It
is in this context that  ‘Transplant
Tourism’  which is an offshoot of
the now vibrant field, Medical
Tourism, has come up.   It usually
means traveling to another
country (most often a third world
or a developing country) to
purchase medical care or
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transplant organs that
is either unavailable
or more expensive in
one’s  home country.
Wealthy Westerners
who don't want to
wait for an organ
donor are travelling to
poorer countries to
find the organ they
need. Transplant

tourism  is on the rise because organ donations are not keeping up
with the growing demand, especially for kidneys, the World Health
Organization (WHO) says. It is  concerned about a trend in countries
such as Pakistan, Egypt and the Philippines  of  persuading poor people
to sell their body parts to outsiders, mostly through a broker.

The practice has increased over the past decade, said Luc Noel of
the WHO's health technology and pharmaceuticals unit. Still,
transplantation is increasingly regarded as the best solution to end-
stage organ failure, according to the WHO.

According to reports on the Sindh Institute of Urology and
Transplantation in Karachi, Pakistan, more and more aspirants were
traveling to Pakistan to buy kidneys. "There are villages that are in
the poorer parts of Pakistan where as many as 40 to 50 percent of the
population of the village, each has only one kidney."   In some parts of
India also poor people use their kidneys as collateral for money lenders
who have come to expect desperate people to sell their body organs.

In South Africa, eyes from the corpses of poor, mostly black, people
in police mortuaries have been harvested without consent and
delivered to a local eye bank, then appear later at medical centers in
other countries.

Donors are often promised as much as Rs.150,000/- ($2,500) for an
organ but may only get a fraction of that after brokers' fees and
associated medical costs are paid. Further, many of those who sell their
organs and tissues do not receive adequate follow-up medical care,
increasing their health risks.

The issue of poverty seems to be a strong factor in this practice.
But people from the middle class may also be taking advantage of this
situation - not for the sake of making ends meet but to procure a
luxury.

Organ Watch, an NGO based in the University of California,
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Berkeley, tracking  the
global traffic in human
organs, discovered a
"large, unregulated,
mult i -mi l l ion- dol lar
business in human
tissues, taken without
consent or procured
from the naïve family
members of brain-dead
donors who believe their
'gifts' would be used
altruistically to save
lives and reduce human
suffering."

Instead, these "gifts"
were turned into
commodities that were
bought and sold, processed and transported, picking up additional
value as they moved toward the market. Organs Watch found that
bone and skin grafts were sold and processed by private biotech firms
in the U.S. and turned into expensive commercial products for dentists,
orthopedics and plastic surgery.

Countries have started realizing the problem of  underground body
parts industry. Legislation has been passed in several countries to crack
down on the trade in body parts.

Let our conscience be tickled by  this ugly face of medical tourism!
[For details: www.unos.org, www.optn.org]

1. Actions coexist with criticisms.
2. No action, no criticism.
3. All are good at suggestions, but none is good at solutions.
4. Be more proactive and less reactive.
5. Collaboration is far better than confrontation.
6. Collaboration is constructive, but confrontation is destructive.
7. Blessed are those who listen.
8. Blessed are those who pardon.
9. Haste will make you a waste.
10. To be compassionate, one should be composed.        [CGS]

New Thoughts
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New research provides proof for the hypothesis that years of repeated
exposure to loud noise can be a health hazard. A study conducted in
the School of Public Health at Ohio State University concludes that
people who were repeatedly exposed to loud noise over the span of
several years were on average one-and-a-half times as likely to develop
a tumour called acoustic neuroma, compared to people who weren't
exposed to such noise on a regular basis.

The tumour grows slowly and symptoms typically become noticeable
around the age of 50. An acoustic neuroma tumour slowly presses the
cranial nerve that is responsible for sensing sound and helping with
balance. Symptoms include hearing loss and a constant ringing in the
ears.

Categories for loud noise exposure
considered in the study included
exposure to different kinds of noise. The
two types of loud noise posing the
highest risk of acoustic neuroma
development were exposure to
machines, power tools and/or
construction (1.8 times) and exposure
to music, including employment in the music industry (2.25 times).
Exposure to motors, including airplanes increased acoustic neuroma
risk by 1.3 times, while regular exposure to screaming children, sports
events and/or bars and restaurants increased the risk by 1.4 times.
The number of years that a person was exposed to any category of loud
noise also contributed to the development of acoustic neuroma. Just
five years of regular exposure to loud noise increased the chance that
a person would develop acoustic neuroma by one-and-a-half times.

The study results point to the importance of wearing ear protection
when exposed to loud noises. The tumour is fairly rare, accounting for
only about 6 to 10 percent of tumours that develop inside the skull.
Depending on the population, anywhere from one to 20 people per
100,000 develop acoustic neuroma each year.

Health

Anything in Excess is Poison

Even Music !
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General

The word “science” and its grammatical versions like “scientific”
and “scientifically” are used quite frequently in everyday
communication. It is doubtful, what exactly should be understood by
these words is conveyed through such communications.

For the common man, “science” stands for words like mathematics,
physics, chemistry or biology. For some, it can also be words like
microbiology, human physiology, or something similar. But what is the
general idea behind these terminologies?

According to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, science is
"knowledge attained through study or practice," or "knowledge
covering general truths of the operation of general laws, especially as
obtained and tested through scientific method and concerned with
the physical world."

The word “science” comes from the Latin "scientia," meaning
knowledge. If so, the other two forms of the word quoted above should
be understood as knowledge-based, or on the basis of sound knowledge.

According to another view, science refers to a system of acquiring
knowledge.

Then, what is knowledge? And where does it exist? By acquiring
knowledge, we believe it to be in the human mind. So, one's knowledge
is what one has in own mind, that is, the ideas in mind. Once it is in
mind, the owner can make use of it for doing different activities. One
can also transfer it to others, if it is externalised in some form, for
example, in a recorded form. In doing so, one may externalise only
part of his knowledge. This part is referred to as the explicit knowledge.
The other part, which cannot be externalised is called the tacit
knowledge. In fact, human intelligence works more on tacit knowledge,
than on explicit knowledge. And this is the reason for the superiority
of human intelligence. It may also be noted that intelligence is person
dependent.

Science, as a system of acquiring knowledge, uses observation and
experimentation to describe and explain natural phenomena. In other
words, it uses a cause – effect method of reasoning to establish the

The Riddle of Science
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truth of the phenomena so that people believe in them. The term
science also refers to the organized body of knowledge people have
gained using that cause-effect-belief system. Less formally, the word
science often describes any systematic field of study or the knowledge
gained from it.

The purpose of science is to produce useful models of reality as
people percieve them or realise them. A ‘Scientific Method’ may be
understood as a cause-effect-belief reasoning system.

Fields of science are commonly classified along two major lines:
Natural science or pure science, the study of the natural world, and
Applied science, also viewed as Social science which is the application
of science to human needs, the systematic study of human behavior
and society.

A Scientific Method is a sequence of logical and rational steps of
reasoning to arrive at conclusions about the phenomena in the real
world. It helps to organize thoughts and procedures so that the scientist
becomes confident in the answers found. Scientists use observations,
hypotheses, and deductions to make these conclusions. The steps of
the Scientific Method are: Observation,Hypothesis, Prediction,
Experimentation and Conclusion.

The observation is done first so that you know how you want to go
about your research. The hypothesis is the answer you think you'll
find. The prediction is your specific belief about the scientific idea.
The experiment is the tool that you invent to answer the question,
and the conclusion is the answer that the experiment gives.

If the results of the experiment match with the hypothesis, the
conclusion establishes the hypothesis as true. Sometimes the hypothesis
may not be proved with a single experiment, because of some error
somewhere along the way. If so, try to explain what might have been
wrong with the original hypothesis. In any case, it should be noted that
cause – effect reasoning is the method of science.

[CGS]

You can't wait for inspiration. You have to go
after it with a club.

  - Jack London
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One of the nutrient-rich and widely known food items, through its
romanticized and dramatized history, the breadfruit, belongs to the
mulberry family, Moraceae. The name is almost universal, and
meaningful because when cooked,  the taste is that of fresh baked
bread. Breadfruit is a staple food in many tropical regions. It has been
reported that during World War I, stranded soldiers survived on
breadfruits alone for several months. It is rich in starch, and is eaten
roasted, baked, fried, or boiled.

The breadfruit tree is believed to be native to New Guinea. It is
said to have been widely spread in the Pacific area by migrating
Polynesians, and Hawaiians in the 12th Century A.D. It is said to
have been first seen by Europeans in the Marquesas in 1595, then in
Tahiti in 1606. In the 18th Century, the early English explorers were
loud in praising breadfruit, as a staple food during periods of famine in
Jamaica between 1780 and 1786. This seems to have inspired plantation
owners in the British West Indies to import seedless breadfruit trees to
provide food for their slaves. Habitat of breadfruit tree is vast. It is
widely found throughout the Pacific and tropical regions.

Breadfruit trees grow to a height of  about 20 meters. The large
and thick leaves are deeply cut into pinnate lobes. All parts of the
tree yield latex, a milky juice. This latex is used for boat caulking

(filling the holes or
cracks with a
substance that keeps
out water).

It is one of the
highest-yielding food
plants, a single tree
producing up to 200
or more fruits per
season. Productivity
varies between wet
and dry areas. Studies

General

Breadfruit
Staple Food
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have indicated a reasonable potential of  up to 16 tons per hectare.
Each fruit shaped round oval, green in colour and measuring about
12 cm in length may weigh around 900 gm. There are about 200
varieties of breadfruit trees around the world.

Medicinal Uses: In Trinidad and the Bahamas, a decoction of the
breadfruit leaf is believed to lower blood pressure, and is also said to
relieve asthma. Crushed leaves are applied on the tongue as a
treatment for thrush. The leaf juice is employed as ear-drops. Ashes
of burned leaves are used on skin infections. A powder of roasted
leaves is employed as a remedy for enlarged spleen. The crushed fruit
is poulticed on tumors to “ripen” them. Toasted flowers are rubbed on
the gums around an aching tooth. The latex is used on skin diseases
and is bandaged on the spine to relieve sciatica. Diluted latex is
taken internally to overcome diarrhoea.

Food Value Per 100 g of Edible Portion

Fruit Ripe Seeds Seeds Seeds

(under-ripe, raw) (cooked) (fresh) (roasted) (dried)

Calories 105-109

Moisture 62.7-89.16 g 67.8 g 35.08-56.80g 43.80 g

Protein 1.3-2.24 g 1.34 g 5.25-13.3g 7.72 g 13.8-19.96g

Fat 0.1-0.86 g 0.31 g 2.59-5.59g 3.30 g 5.1-12.79g

Carbohydrates 21.5 29.49 g 27.82 g 30.83-44.03g 41.61 g 15.95g

Fiber 1.08 2.1 g 1.5 g 1.34-2.14g 1.67 g 3.0-3.87g

Ash 0.56-1.2 g 1.23 g 1.50-5.58g 1.90 g 3.42-3.5g

Calcium 0.05 mg 0.022 g 0.11mg 40 mg 0.12mg

Phosphorus 0.04 mg 0.062mg 0.35mg 178 mg 0.37mg

Iron 0.61-2.4 mg 3.78mg 2.66 mg

Carotene 0.004 mg (35-40 I.U.)

Thiamine 0.08-0.085 mg 0.25mg 0.32 mg 180 mcg

Riboflavin 0.033-0.07 mg 0.10mg 0.10 mg 84 mcg

Niacin 0.506 0.92 mg 3.54mg 2.94 mg 2.6 mg

Ascorbic Acid 15 33 mg 13.70mg 14 mg

Bread fruit contains, in addition,  about twenty other acid, enzyme
and mineral constituents. There are reportedly two enzymes in the
breadfruit—papayotin and artocarpine. Breadfruit flour contains 4.05%
protein; 76.70% carbohydrates, and 331 calories, while cassava flour
contains, 1.16% protein, 83.83% carbohydrates, and 347 calories per
100 g.
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Other Uses

Breadfruit latex, after
boiling with coconut oil,
serves for caulking boats.
Mixed with colored earth,
it is used as a paint for boats.
The wood of the tree,
yellowish or yellow-gray
with dark markings or
orange speckles, light in
weight; and termite
resistant is used for
construction and furniture.
In Samoa, it is the standard
material for house-posts and
for the rounded roof-ends of
native houses. Traditional
Hawaiian drums are made from sections of breadfruit trunks, and these
are played with the palms of the hands during Hula dances. After
seasoning by burying in mud, the wood is valued for making household
articles.

Stem Cell Therapy
China  is new Destination

More than 100 Chinese hospitals are
currently performing stem cell
procedures. In addition to spinal cord
injuries, doctors treat multiple sclerosis,
cerebral palsy, and ataxia, a genetic
disease that leads to deterioration of
muscle function.  Patients from all over
the world are heading towards  China for
this cutting edge treatment. Chinese
hospitals  supplement  the treatment with
physical therapy, massage and their very
own acupuncture.
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Automobiles which started of  as a  mechanical product is fast
undergoing fundamental changes in its engineering content. In fact,
they are getting transformed into a playground  of  digital electronic
techniques. From around 30% of systems dominated by electronics in
today’s cars,  efforts  to snatch more operations from mechanical systems
are underway in the labs of auto-manufacturers world over. Already

50  to 100plus
microcomputers
are working
tirelessly under
the hoods of most
modern cars,
pumping digital
data, using in-car
n e t w o r k i n g
standards like
L o c a l
I n t e r c o n n e c t
Network (LIN)
and Controller

Area Network (CAN). These early standards are reaching their
performance limits, as cars are increasingly being made more
intelligent, safe, reliable and above all,  environment friendly, including
safety to pedestrians. In order to meet these diverse objectives,  the
need for faster and flexible  flow of  data through the digital nervous
system of  automobiles  is ever increasing. A new technology wave is in
action today to foster greater convergence of electronics with
automobiles to support innovative infotainment, safety, comfort,
convenience, and control applications.

LIN, CAN and MOST  –  An Overview

Local Interconnect Network (LIN) is  a low-cost serial
communication system that is used to connect the distributed electronic

Technologies in

Horizon
Technologies in

FlexRay
New Networking Standard for Cars
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systems in a car.  The LIN bus can
be used as an in-vehicle
networking serial bus between
intelligent sensors and actuators
that operate at 12 volts. LIN
supports low-cost communication
for smart sensors and actuators in
applications where the bandwidth
and robustness of the CAN network
are not required.

LIN  is the communication
protocol for a low-speed network
to which all comfort and
convenience applications in the car
can be connected. Instead of

connecting every electrical/electronic  module like  power windows,
wipers, air conditioning system etc  through  individual   point-to-
point to wiring to their  own individual switches, a single wire can
connect up to 16 separate points using LIN, through multiplexing
technique.

Controller Area Network (CAN)  is a network protocol based on
asynchronous, multi-master architecture and enables fast serial data
exchange between electronic control modules in cars. CAN was
developed in the early 1980s as an in-vehicle network capable of linking
sensors and actuators for automotive applications that required data
rates of up to one megabits per second. Its comprehensive error-
checking, non-destructive bus arbitration and general robustness as a
communication protocol have led to its adoption in many other areas
also.

 The CAN protocol became a universally accepted standard in 1993
and since then, the CAN-B and CAN-C protocols have been
incorporated by almost all major vehicle manufacturers.

 Media Oriented System Transport (MOST) IDB 1394 is   another
intelligent data bus that is the automotive grade version of  IEEE 1394
Firewire developed for supporting high-speed multimedia applications
needing a high volume of audio/visual information to be transferred
within an automotive environment.   MOST is a versatile, high-
performance, low-cost, and multimedia-specific network technology
that is based on synchronous data communication.
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News Scan

European Union has an enviable position now, in the matter of
mobile phone subscriptions.   With 478.4 million mobile phones in use,
penetration in Europe is now at 103 percent of the population, up from
95 percent in 2005. That means, theoretically,  every citizen has a

mobile phone.
The level of

penetration varies
widely among its
member states.
Luxembourg  recorded
the highest penetration
of 171 percent,
followed by Italy’s 134

Transplanted Discs
Cure for Slipped Discs

Surgeons in Hong Kong claim
to have  developed a way to cure
slipped discs using transplants from
donors.  Orthopedic specialists
replaced slipped discs in five
patients between March 2000 and
January 2001 which are found to
be   still functioning well, as per a
report in Lancet. None of the
patients required immuno-
suppressant drugs that are usually
given to transplant recipients.

The new procedure could be an
attractive alternative to current
treatment practices for back pain.

Mobile phones Outnumber People
European Union Scores
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percent and Lithuania’s 133 percent. It was lowest in France, standing
at 82 percent.

The immediate effect of this increase in the subscriptions is the
consequent reduction in  communication  costs.  According to a report
of European Commission, prices for a three-minute national fixed
telephone call have gone down from around 0.418 euro in 2000 to 0.25
euro today. The prices of domestic mobile services have decreased by
up to 13.9 percent in the past year.

The report also showed that more than 20 million additional
broadband subscriptions were taken up in 2006, bringing broadband
penetration in the EU to 15.7 percent.

Three men: an editor, a photographer, and a journalist are covering
a political convention in Miami. They decide to walk up and down
the beach during their lunch hour. Halfway up the beach, they
stumbled upon a
lamp. As they rub
the lamp a genie
appears and says
"Normally I would
grant you three
wishes, but since
there are three of
you, I will grant you
each one wish."The
photographer went
first. "I would like to
spend the rest of my life living in a huge house in St. Thomas with
no money worries." The genie granted him his wish and sent him on
off to St. Thomas.The journalist went next. "I would like to spend
the rest of my life living on a huge yacht cruising the Mediterranean
with no money worries." The genie granted him his wish and sent
him off to the Mediterranean. Last, but not least, it was the editor's
turn. "And what would your wish be?" asked the genie."I want them
both back after lunch" replied the editor, "the deadline for tomorrow's
newspaper is in about ten hours."

[DSR]

Duty First
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Tech Brief

Download Full Movie in a Second
High Speed Connectivity Soars Higher

IBM researchers  have developed a new optical transceiver chipset
that  is fast enough to reduce the download time for a typical high
definition feature-length film to a single second compared to 30 minutes
or more over the best available connectivity today. That is, it allows
you to download an entire high-definition movie in just one second,
making it the world’s
fastest chipset to date.

IBM called the new
d e v e l o p m e n t
“ g r o u n d b r e a k i n g ” .
However, chip won’t work
unless the user also
upgrades their whole
system  to take advantage
of the high levels of
speed, analysts say.

The prototype optical
chipset  measures only 1/15th the area of a US 10 cent coin, but is
capable of transmitting the equivalent of 4 million simultaneous
telephone conversations. The chip can transmit movies, music and
photo downloads at an astonishing 160 Gigabits (billion bits per second).

The ability to move information at such blazing speeds provides a
glimpse of a new era of high-speed connectivity that will transform
communications, computing and entertainment. Optical networking
offers the potential to dramatically improve data transfer rates by
speeding the flow of data using light pulses, instead of sending electrons
over wires.

The chipset could become available on the market by 2010.

Patriotism is often an arbitrary veneration of
real estate above principles.

  - George Jean Nathan
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World over,  thousands of tons of obsolete personal computers, old
cell phones,  TVs, music systems, other electronic equipment and also
electrical waste like transformers, pile up every year, creating
environmental problems. It is estimated that about 70% of global
electronic waste is smuggled into China, making the country the world's
biggest dump site for e-waste. Chinese scientists had to naturally find
an urgent  solution to this problem, which they did, finally.

The Chinese  scientists have now developed the much-needed
new recycling and recovery technology for one of the most troublesome
components of e-waste — Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs).

PCBs are self-contained modules
of interconnected electronic
components like ICs, resistors,
capacitors etc mounted on a thin
layer of conducting material
deposited, or "printed," on the
surface of an insulating board made
of bakelite or hylam or glass epoxy.  These materials are potentially
toxic if released to the environment. However, PCBs also contain
valuable metals and other materials that could be recovered and reused.

The researchers have now come up with a  re-cycling process that
is efficient and environmentally friendly. The PCBs are first put through
a special crushing process. An electric field is then applied to separate
the metallic materials from the non metallic. This prevents  the release
of harmful toxins from separation processes using melting techniques
while at the same time recovering the valuable metallic and non
metallic materials for reuse. Once they came up with the special
crushing process to break up the circuit boards, the use of electric
fields was a natural way of sorting the metals from the non metals.

The technique has advantages over other methods proposed for
recycling PCBs, the researchers claim.

[For details: www.upi.com, American Chemical Society.]

e-waste Recycling
Chinese Technology
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Forensic scientists are close to developing  ways of linking DNA on
the fragments of an exploded bomb to the person who made it. The
technique will prove invaluable for tracking down terrorists who make
their own explosive devices and for linking a series of suicide bombings
to the same bomb-maker. US police are also interested in using the
technique to link shootings by the same gunman.

Stefanie Kremer at Michigan State University in East Lansing and
her colleagues have devised  a very effective method to identify the
DNA profiles of bomb makers from the fragments collected after an
explosion.  The team first made
rudimentary pipe bombs from
ingredients that had been sterilised using
bleach and UV light to destroy any left over
DNA on the surface. They then asked
volunteers to handle the pseudo-virgin
casings for 30 seconds, as if they were
assembling the explosives. They
detonated the bombs in a sealed room and
collected the fragments for analysis.

Out of 38 samples they were able to correctly link 18 to one of their
suspects. In seven more cases, they narrowed the perpetrator down to
one of three. It is possible it would be easier to extract useable DNA
from an exploded backpack bomb.

Many new techniques are being developed for extracting a profile
from very  small amounts of DNA. Pamela Smith at the Texas
department of public safety in Corpus Christi is pioneering an approach
that involves cleaning up the DNA after it has been amplified. By
doing this, she can retrieve a profile from 20 picogrammes of DNA -
less than the amount in four cells!

Another research group in the Los Angeles county sheriff’s office
.showed that it is possible to obtain a full DNA profile if blood samples
are placed on the bomb’s surface before detonation.

In the near future, we can hope to see one of these or some other
variant of DNA profiling helping the police to easily nab the culprits.

Tracking  Bomb Makers

 New DNA Technique
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History points to several instances of kings and emperors keeping
comedians and humourists in their courts for entertaining people and
encouraging them to laugh. We notice that clowns and comedians
are presented in cinema, circus and similar entertainment programmes.
Popular programmes like mimicry and laughter spells are common as
normal entertainment prog- rammes. All these show that people want
to laugh and be happy, relieved and relaxed, and not sad, lonely and
moody.

Humour causes laughter.  Magic shows, comedians and comic shows
are seen to cause humourous situations which can lead to laughter.

“If you laugh, there are thousands to laugh with you: but if you cry,
only your shadow will be there to cry with you”, so goes an adage
expressing people's attitude towards laughter. True, laughter is
considered as a universal medicine for all ailments with no known
side effects. And it is free! Human beings, by and large, want to laugh,
and it does prove the social adage. According to Bertrand Russel,
Philosopher and Nobel Laureate “Laughter is the most inexpensive
and effective wonder drug”.

One of the most important symptoms of human health is one's ability
to laugh. May be, this belief encourages mothers to tickle their children
to laugh. Studies have revealed that men are major producers of
laughter while females exhibit most laughter.

According to medical experts, when we laugh, we expel the residue
of air from our lungs, our heart beats quicker, and apparently slows
down to below the starting rate once the laugh is over. Laughter triggers
the release of endorphins which reduce pain in the body and produce
a general sense of well being.

Humour has been practised as a therapy from 14th Century. It has
been reported that laughter can considerably reduce stress, blood
pressure and level of blood sugar. Belly laughter can relax muscles.

Laughter is contageous. It can make others also laugh.
We see advertisements with laughing faces. May be, we laugh if

the characters in advertisements do not laugh. Why is it so? Because

General

Laugh as You Like
To Release Constrained Energy
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we want pleasing things only. It is not unusual to see large crowds at
programmes of Laughter Clubs, but only invited and coerced audience
at several other programmes.

Scientists believe that during the evolution of the human race,
humans started laughing when he started walking on two legs, and
was relieved of inherent vocal constraints. Smile is silent laughter,
and is considered to be an expression of affinity. Laughter, on the other
hand, is an expression of joy, happiness and relaxation of mind through
release of constrained energy with sound, through open mouth.

Humour can cause laughter. Paradox and unexpectedness are causes
of almost all instances of formal laughter evoking humour. An
unexpected relationship between what is perceived and what is
expected is the essence of humour, especially in children. Statistics show
that laughter is 30 times more likely to occur in a special contact with
others than alone.

According to Joel Goodman, “seven days without laugh make one
weak”.

Another author, Nicolas Sebastian, is of the opinion, “The most
wasted of all days is that on which one has not laughed.” Christoph
Wilheim feels, “Laughter is the most healthful exertion”.

Types of laughter depend on its owner, and vary quite a lot. For
some, it may sound musical with selected ragas. Laughter should be
appropriate to the time and circumstances. Otherwise it can cause
humiliation to others and put them to cry or cause trouble.
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General

Prisons are a big drain on the economic resources of  any country.
The   expenditures include the cost of operating the   prisons and
related institutions like  prison farms, centres for the reception,
evaluation, and classification of inmates  and correctional facilities
exclusively for the criminally insane or for the treatment of drug and
alcohol addiction.

As per figures available about US, the increase in cost of corrections
(the term used in US for these operations) outpaced the cost of health,
education, or natural resources.   Per capita expenditures for US  prison
operations alone rose from $49 in 1986 to $104 in 2001.

At an average annual increase of  6.4% for prisons, increases in the
cost of adult incarceration outpaced those of health care (5.8%),
education (4.2%), and natural resources (3.3%). US spending on
prisons was US$ 29.5 billion for 2001.

Countries have been looking at
ways to reduce this burden, which
is eroding the resources in an
unproductive way. It is in this
context that some countries have
taken steps to cautiously outsource
prison activities to private agencies.
The trend is catching up.

Virtually unheard of some
twenty years ago, private prisons are
now a big business not only in the
United States but increasingly in
Canada, England, Australia, South
Africa, and elsewhere. Although
private prisons now house
approximately 120,000 prisoners in
the United States, the private sector
is still small relative to the total
prison population of some 2,000,000
prisoners.

Private Prisons, Virtual Prisons

 New Trends in Crime Management
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In the United States, private prisons have grown because of prison
overcrowding and the desire of the  government to cut costs. Studies
indicate that private prisons have operating costs approximately 15
percent lower than equivalent public prisons. In addition, private prisons
can be  built more quickly than public prisons.

The developed countries are early users of private prisons and poor
countries are also now copying the pattern. More than 17% of Australia’s
offenders are held in private prisons. Britain comes next with 10%,
and  the US at 7%.  Big prison-services companies are dominating the
scene in these countries. In developing countries like Latin America,
other variants are tried out:  outsourcing to NGOs, religious groups
etc.  Chile and Brazil have gone in for semi-privatised jails.

Some highlights
�Until the mid-1980s, the number of privatized jails  were small

Corrections Corporation of America

A Private Initiative
 Corrections Corporation of America  (CCA) is a company that

manages public prisons and other facilities in USA. Founded in 1983
and based at Nashville, Tennessee, the company had an annual revenue
of US$1.15 billion in 2004.

 Highlights:
�CCA specializes in the design, building and management of prisons,

jails and detention facilities and providing inmate residential and
prisoner transportation services in partnership with government.

�CCA is the founder of the private corrections industry and is the
nation’s largest provider of jail, detention and corrections services
to governmental agencies.

�CCA has approximately 72,500 beds in 65 facilities, including 40
owned facilities, under contract with US Government.

�The company manages approximately 70,000 inmates including
males, females and juveniles at all security levels.

�CCA employs more than 16,000 professionals nationwide.
�CCA offers a variety of rehabilitation and educational programs,

including basic education, life skills and employment training and
substance abuse treatment. The Company also provides health care
(including medical, dental and psychiatric services), food services
and work and recreational programs.
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in number. Overcrowding and rising costs, however, prompted
lawmakers to take prison privatization seriously. By 2002 there were
184 fully privatized jails and prisons in operation or under construction
around the world, with total housing capacity of approximately 143,000,
including 153 in the United States, with a capacity of nearly 120,000.

�Private prisons have grown faster than the prison population.
From 1991 to 2000,   the worldwide capacity of privatized facilities
increased an astounding 849 percent.

�Private prisons are cheaper and faster to build. Construction
cost savings are typically 15 to 25 percent.   In Florida, a prison with
capacity for 1,318 inmates was built privately for $69.9 million, while
another of comparable size was built by government  for $85.7 million,
23 percent higher.

Virtual Jail
 According to the

Department of Motor
Vehicles, up to
30,000 people
are injured or
killed each year
on California's
highways as a result of drunken drivers.
About one-fourth of the accidents
involved repeat offenders.

The new GPS device, waterproof and
tamper resistant, to be worn by offenders
would act like a "probation officer in the
pocket of the offender" to deter repeat
felon offenders, reduce the number of
accidents and ensure people get the
treatment they need.  The alcohol-
monitoring device costs $15 a day.

The device can also act  as an
"electronic tether" that would alert a
probation officer if some offender wearing
the device has entered a restricted zone,
like a bar, or left a mandatory area, like a
treatment centre.

�Private prisons are
cheaper to operate: 5 to 28
percent cheaper   If all the
studies on cost savings
published in the U.S.,
Australia, and Great
Britain are taken as a
group, estimated
operating-cost savings
would be 10 to 15 percent.

�Opposition to private
prisons has limited their
adoption. The public sector
rarely competes directly
with private firms and very
few public prisons have
been converted to private.

VIrtual Private Prisons

– Using Satellite

Tracking
Instead of the

conventional brick and
mortar type prisons, with
the advent of  electronic
techniques, authorities
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have started looking at new technology options
to run prison services in a virtual way.  The
electronic tagging of offenders, and in some
cases asylum seekers, is now a  growing area of
public sector prison privatization, seen  as a
cheaper alternative to filling up  prisons.    In
UK, first used in 1989, between 10,000 and
11,000 people are now subject to a variety of forms of electronic
monitoring (EM) at any one time across England and Wales, making
it the largest electronic monitoring system of criminals in Europe.

Electronic tagging   consists of  a tag, which is an electronic device
fitted to the ankle or wrist,  allowing  the prisoners to serve their
sentence outside the physical confines of a conventional  prison
structure. This  form of electronic surveillance works  in such a way as
to allow the prisoner’s whereabouts to be monitored, to ensure that
they stay within the boundaries stipulated. In general, devices are
located using GPS (Satellite-based Global Positioning System) and
their position is reported back to a control centre.

Home detention can help offenders reintegrate into society.
Offenders are deprived of their liberty for a major part of the day while
some structure and order is introduced into their lives through their
ability to take employment, attend education or rehabilitation schemes
and take on family responsibilities.

The success of home detention programmes is very much dependent
on the robustness and integrity of the electronic systems used, as
perceived by both the operators and offenders. An offender must believe
that any failure to comply with the conditions of the programme will
be detected and result in penalty.

Prison management is undergoing a dramatic change these days
world over, as the cost of maintaining jails and the related activities is
eating into the budgets of governments. As is happening in several
service areas, here also outsourcing to external agencies is seen as a
viable alternative. Added to this, electronics and IT are  also offering
new, technology-based alternatives, in the form of virtual prisons to
save cost.

In the coming years, more and more innovative actions in prison
management may emerge to free public funds for the benefit of the
society.

[For details: www.correctionscorp.com,  various websites,
Changing Guard (Book), The Economist]
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Books  Scan

‘The Energy Efficient Home’
Book by: Patrick Waterfield

Published by: The Crowood Press

The age of cheap energy is over and
energy costs will increase relentlessly in
the future as demand outstrips supply.
Energy saving measures in the home will
become an important consideration throughout our lifetimes. The author
presents practical guidelines for those interested in green issues, who
cares about the environment and who wishes to save money through
greater domestic energy efficiency. Every aspect of the efficient
consumption of energy in the home  is discussed. For example, in the
lighting area, a comparison of energy consumption patterns of common
incandescent bulb and the modern compact fluorescent lamp (CFL)
is presented.

The advantages of CFL are two-fold. Firstly, they last much longer,
generally at  least eight times (8000 hours) longer than conventional
light bulbs (1000 hours). Secondly, they use much less energy – typically
a fifth of the energy used by the common tungsten filament lamp giving
the same  light output. Of course CFL costs much more, but the excess-
cost will be saved many times over during the lifetime of the lamp due
to its lower energy usage and longer lamp life. The CFL will actually
pay for itself within around 2,000 operational hours, then on it will
serve another additional 6,000 hours.
Contents:
� The position of the dwelling, its method of construction and the

materials used
� Energy rating and the legal framework
� Insulation and U-values
� Windows and doors
� Conservatories, loft conversions and sunrooms
� Hot water systems
� Lighting and making the best use of daylight
� Ventilation
� Renewable energy technologies
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‘Managing People for the First Time’
Gaining commitment and

improving performance

Book by: Julie Lewthwaite

Published by: Thorogood Publishing

At some stage in career almost everyone in any
type of organisation – business, professional, governmental, academic
– has to make the critical leap to managing other people for the first
time. Successful managers,  do not manage people, but they manage
their relationships with people. The author presents the tools and
techniques to do this effectively.

Theories are a distillation of other people’s experience. They help
borrow that experience and develop solutions to problems that we
may face. When we are working with people  there is no ‘single ‘best
way’ or ‘right answer’; there is only that which is appropriate to the
particular time and situation in which you find yourself.

The book is meant for those faced with the  daunting task of
switching from following instructions to giving them for the first time.
It begins by examining the various ‘tools’ one can use to work with
people. Then it looks at the different contexts in which these ‘tools’
can be used effectively.

Highlights of  Contents:
�Learning to learn
�Communication
�Negotiating and working
    with conflict
�Presentation
�Stress management
�Time management

My definition of a free society is a society
where it is safe to be unpopular.

  - Adlai E. Stevenson Jr.

�Recruitment and selection
�Developing people
�Personal appraisal
�Motivation
�Delegation
�Team building Leadership
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Journals Scan

The Economist
March 10 – 16, 2007

Highlights of contents:
�Satellite tracking – The

International Co-operation for
Animal Research Using Space
(ICARUS), is a satellite tracking
system for animals under proposal
employing very light (one gm)
radio transmitters to be fitted on
to animals.

�Call and response – Nobody
enjoys  telephoning a call centre.
With their  irritating menu trees
and endless holding for the next
available operator, call centres are
one of the bugbears of modern life.
‘Chatbot’ software  and a host of

other techniques are under
development to give more efficient
services from call centres.

�Aviation in India
�Medical tourism
�Cancer screening
�Press freedom
�Animal behaviour
�Technology Quarterly

presenting latest in computing,
Internet, online advertising, video
games, transport, data mining etc.

Theme: The Last Mile – The
final leg of delivering connectivity
from a communications provider to
a customer. Wired delivery systems
and wireless delivery systems are
discussed.

Highlights of contents:
�Last mile approach for a village
to be e-village
�Bio chips for bioinformatics

�Productivity enhancement of
computer based electronic
process monitoring and
control�Role of ICT in rural area
development
�Web mining to semantic web
�Content monetization
�Mobile based information
services in emerging markets -
India

CSI Communications
Published by: Computer Society of India
Vol.30 No.12 March 2007
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Tech Brief

Sniff Magnitude Test
Early Warning for Parkinson’s  Disease

A new medical device in development by University of Cincinnati
researchers may sniff out olfactory disorders that could be an early
warning of Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and other problems
outside the typical sensory loss associated with aging.

The Sniff Magnitude Test (SMT), an invention of UC Psychology
Professor Robert Frank and Professor Emeritus Robert Gesteland of
the UC Department of Cell Biology, is now under further development
with the WR Medical Electronics Company in Stillwater, Minn. The
company will manufacture and market the test.

“The whole test is based on the very simple observation that when
you sniff and you detect a smell, you take a smaller sniff than if you
inhaled and didn’t detect a smell,” Frank explains. “For someone with
normal sense of smell, the size of the sniff when detecting an odour is
cut in half. For someone who cannot detect odour, the size of the sniff
for just air and the size of the sniff for an odour are the same.”

In humans, Frank says the sense of smell is one of our less robust
senses. He says it’s more susceptible to harm because there is less
neurological machinery in the brain devoted to processing the sense
of smell.

Frank adds that because smells don’t have to be identified as part
of the Sniff Magnitude Test, the test can be used on adults as well as
children (who may be too young to link a smell with a name) and
people representing international cultures (who are unfamiliar with

some common odours in
the U.S.). “What’s also
unique about this test is
that it does not require
a good memory, which is
an issue in testing people
with Alzheimer’s or some
other dementia-related
disease,” Frank says.
“For instance, other tests
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ask, ‘Does this smell like garlic?’ or, ‘Does this smell like tar, or roses?’
Once there’s a problem with memory, this kind of test would be
difficult.”

So what does it mean if a child, or someone unlikely to have an
age-related disease, flunks the sniff test? “If they fail our test, that’s a
pretty good indication that there’s something wrong with their sense
of smell. Maybe there’s an obstruction – a deviated septum or polyps,”
Frank says. “Perhaps the olfactory nerve has been damaged due to a
head injury or a viral infection.”

For those who are proud of their keen sense of smell, this is not a
test to tickle their senses. Because the really nasty smells worked best
for the Sniff Magnitude Test, Frank says the test subjects get a whiff of
three odours: a blend of ripe cheese and rancid meat, a fragrance that
combines a burning smell with a skunk-like smell, and amyl acetate,
which smells like banana. “You have to get people to really suppress
the sniff and that’s why the bad odours work so well,” explains Frank.
“To a certain extent, we put the banana smell in there to give them a
little break.”

Frank adds that his current research is exploring the patterns of
loss of smell that could be an indicator of Alzheimer’s. He says the
Sniff Magnitude Test is also getting a look by researchers at the Rush
University Medical Center in Chicago as part of a major epidemiological
study on aging, Alzheimer’s disease and sense of smell.

[Source:
University of Cincinnati.USA]

Farsightedness
At a country-club party a

young man was introduced to
an attractive girl. Immediately
he began paying her court and
flattering her outrageously. The
girl liked the young man, but
she was taken a bit aback by his

fast and ardent pitch. She was amazed when after 30 minutes he
seriously proposed marriage. "Look," she said. "We only met a half
hour ago. How can you be so sure? We know nothing about each
other." "You're wrong,” the young man declared. "For the past 5 years
I've been working in the bank where your father has his account."

[DSR]
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General

Magic Squares Through Ages
[Part II]

[Part I of this article appeared in EKL

Mar.’07 issue]

Changing the Number Set
There are ways to use different

sets of numbers in a magic square,
in place of numbers 1 to 16. Prof.
M. Venkataraman had constructed
two magic squares namely,
Ramanujan's Birth Day magic
square (with magic sum 139) using
the four sets of numbers (2, 4, 7,
12), (16, 18, 21, 26), (22, 24, 27,
32), (82, 84, 87, 92), and
Ramanujan's Birth Centenary
magic square (with the magic sum
of 140) using the four sets of
numbers (2,5,7,12), (16,19,21,26),
(22,25,27,32) and (82,85,87,92).
The first row of each square
represents the birth date and birth
centenary date of Ramanujan. The
magic squares  are:

The numbers used in these
squares are obtained on a particular
pattern, which is not direct, and
can be seen by close observation.
Versions of the same squares
constructed using Sukuji method

(attributed to the author) are
provided below. It can be seen that
in this method, numbers in each set
are consecutive. For example, the
birth centenary magic square is
constructed using the number set
– (9, 10, 11, 12), (18, 19, 20, 21),
(22, 23, 24, 25), (85, 86, 87, 88).
In this method it is easy to
determine the number set. The
square with the magic sum of 140
is as under:

In a
s i m i l a r
m a n n e r ,
Ramanujan's
Birth Day
Magic Square
can be con-
s t r u c t e d
(with the
magic sum
of 139) as
below with
appropriate
number sets.

In these
squares, the date format used is in
the order of date followed by
month, which is followed by the
year (split into two cells). If the
format in the year-month-date
order is desired, the magic square
can be constructed accordingly.

22 12 18 87

19 86 25 9

88 17 11 23

10 24 85 20

22 12 19 87

20 86 25 9

88 18 11 23

10 24 85 21

22 12 18 87

21 84 32 2

92 16 7 24

4 27 82 26

22 12 19 87

21 85 32 2

92 16 7 25

5 27 82 26
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This is demonstrated on the basis
of the Independence Day Magic
Square (with the magic sum of 89)
in which the top row represents the
Indian Independence Day.

Any date is birth day for
somebody. For any of the dates,
(birth day) magic squares can be
constructed. It is not a bad idea to

greet your beloved or friend with a
birth day magic square.

So far, our discussion stayed

around magic squares of order 4.
In fact, magic squares of any order
can be constructed. Coxter method
for construction of magic squares
of ODD order has been available
for long. But established methods
for construction of EVEN order
magic squares were not known.
Sukuji methods developed by the

author can be used for
construction of magic
squares of any order, odd or
even. They are described in
the book “Magic with
Numbers”, which could be
obtained through EKL
office at Knowledge

House, Mathrubhumi Road,
Trivandrum – 695 035, India on
payment of Rs. 50/-

[Dr. C G Sukumaran Nair]

15 8 19 47

53 13 2 21

5 24 50 10

16 44 18 11

19 47 8 15

17 6 45 21

46 22 16 5

7 14 20 48

8 12 1 13

9 14 7 4

6 3 10 15

11 5 16 2

Solution to March ’07 Puzzle April’07 Puzzle

11

12 6

10

7 9

Magic Square Puzzle
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I Wish You Enough

At an airport, I overheard a father and daughter in their last
moments together. They had announced her plane's departure and
standing near the door, he said to his daughter, "I love you, I wish you
enough."

She said, "Daddy, our life together has been more than enough.
Your love is all I ever needed. I wish you enough, too, Daddy." They
kissed good-bye, and she left. He walked over toward the window
where I was seated. Standing there, I could see he wanted and needed
to cry. I tried not to intrude on his privacy, but he welcomed me in by
asking, "Did you ever say good-bye to someone knowing it would be
forever?"

"Yes, I have," I replied. Saying that brought back memories I had of
expressing my love and appreciation for all my Dad had done for me.
Recognizing that his days were limited, I took the time to tell him
face to face how much he meant to me. So I knew what this man was
experiencing.

"Forgive me for asking, but why is this a forever good-bye?" I asked.
"I am old, and she lives much too far away. I have challenges ahead,

and the reality is her next trip back will be for my funeral," he said.
"When you were saying good-bye, I heard you say, 'I wish you

enough.' May I ask what that means?"
He began to smile. "That's a wish that has been handed down from

other generations. My parents used to say it to everyone." He paused
for a moment, and looking up as if trying to remember it in detail, he
smiled even more.

"When we said 'I wish you enough,' we were wanting the other
person to have a life filled with enough good things to sustain them,"
he continued, and then turning toward me, he shared the following
as if he were reciting it from memory.

"I wish you enough sun to keep your attitude bright.

 I wish you enough rain to appreciate the sun more.

 I wish you enough happiness to keep your spirit alive.

 I wish you enough pain so that the smallest joys in life appear much bigger.

 I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting.

 I wish you enough loss to appreciate all that you possess.

 I wish you enough 'Hello's' to get you through the final 'Good-bye.'"

He then began to sob and walked away.
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Corporate Clients (Part)
�TCS
�Infosys
�In-App
�FACT
�KSIDC
�Hindustan Latex
�KINFRA

We invite corporates to subscribe to EKL for their key personnel.

Features
�Knowledge dissemination
�Brevity, clarity, simplicity
�Trends in technology
�New business practices
�Healthy living tips

Please contact for corporate subscriptions:
Knowledge Executive, EKL, Mathrubhumi Road, Trivandrum 695 035, India

Tel: 91 471 247 2928, 91 94470 61316, 91 94474 94739
e-mail: eklines@gmail.com, know@dataone.in

Things God Won't Ask
�God won't ask what kind of car you drove; He'll ask how many people

you drove who didn't have transportation.
�God won't ask the square footage of your house; He'll ask how many

people you welcomed into your home.
�God won't ask about the clothes you had in your closet; He'll ask how

many you helped to clothe.
�God won't ask what your highest salary was; He'll ask if you

compromised your character to obtain it.
�God won't ask what your job title was; He'll ask if you performed your

job to the best of our ability.
�God won't ask how many friends you had; He'll ask how many people

to whom you were a friend.
�God won't ask in what neighborhood you lived; He'll ask how you

treated your neighbors.
�God won't ask about the color of your skin; He'll ask about the content

of your character.
�God won't ask why it took you so long to seek Salvation; He'll lovingly

take you to your mansion in heaven and not to the gates of Hell.
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General

According to history of mathematics, Robert Recorde introduced
the equals sign in 1557.

Robert Recorde was a Welshman who studied at both Oxford and
Cambridge, and worked in London as a doctor. He was consulted on
occasions by both King Edward VIII and Queen Mary.  But it is for his
mathematics that he is remembered. In 1543, Recorde published the
first ever mathematics book in English, The Ground of Arts. It ran
through over fifty editions and introduced English school children to
such problems as: if a horse has four shoes, each with six nails and you
pay half a penny for the first nail, one penny for the second, two for the
third, four for the fourth and so on doubling every time, what will be
the shoeing cost for the horse?

In 1556 in a book called The Castle of Knowledge, Recorde set out
some of the revolutionary ideas of the Polish astronomer, Nicolaus
Copernicus who had died in 1543.

Copernicus had been careful to keep his heretical observations to
himself in his lifetime.

But the innovation for which the Welshman is remembered today
appeared the following year in his book on algebra. Until 1557,
mathematicians had finished off a calculation by laboriously writing
out the words, is equal to, to indicate that two objects are the same,
which was sometimes abbreviated to AE or OE from the Latin word
for equal, aequalis. But Recorde had a better idea, why not use a
symbol to avoid the tedious repetition of these words? He proposed
the use of a pair of parallel lines to indicate the relation. Using this
simple device that we now call the equals sign released an enormous
logjam in the efficient handling of numbers and the implications
extended far beyond pure mathematics. It immensely speeded up the
calculations of astronomers and navigators, even shopkeepers and what
could be more satisfying for everyone than to round off a calculation
with two elegant little parallel lines. As Recorde himself put it, no two

things can be more equal.

The Equals Sign ‘=’

Comedy is simply a funny way of being serious.
  - Peter Ustinov
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Readers say

In Forthcoming Issues

�Passports- The Genesis
�Nanatechnology (Not Nanotechnology!) for the aged
�Teardrops – Complexity unearthed to combat dry eyes
�Auto Analyser – Automating  medical laboratory tests to avoid human

errors
�Swiss Army Knife – A success story
�Carbon Nanotube TVs – To challenge conventional TVs (CRT)

and  LCD TVs
�Space Elevators – Travel to space stations using nanotechnology-

based rope and elevator, without costly rockets
�Stem Cells – Regenerative medicine

'I am a regular reader of EKL. I wonder why a magazine targeted at
executives carry articles on Moringa, Mango, Jackfruit etc. Can't we use
such pages for more articles useful for executives?'

                            -  Sooraj A. Menon, Trivandrum

[ We, at EKL,  always strive to remain closer and friendly to nature,
without exploiting its resources. We strongly believe in the old adage
that nature has provided food and medicines in all geographical locations
for the people living there. Moringa, Jackfruit, Mango, Mangosteen,
Breadfruit(in this issue) etc are wonderful, sustainable gifts of nature
and we advocate that all professionals and elite public should mesh well
with the nature around us.
Our conscious efforts to bring to focus the often unnoticed, uniqueness
of these trees, plants and fruits would be seen by all readers as appropriate,
we hope.                        Editorial Team]

The time to stop talking is when the other
person nods his head affirmatively but says
nothing.

  - Henry S. Haskins
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Wishlist

The purpose of  this  column is  to   bring out   original and creative
ideas from readers  for consideration by  researchers or entrepreneurs for
development as products, systems or services for the benefit of the society.
Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum resources – materials, energy,
human effort etc - and speedy conversion from ‘concept to consumer’
should be kept in focus while proposing ideas which should be truly
original.

In case any of the ideas given in EKL are already in use, kindly inform
us. e-mail your  ideas to:  eklines@gmail.com, giving address, e-mail ID,
phone no. etc. Alternatively, ideas may be sent by post  to EKL office:

Attention: Knowledge Executive, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi
Road, Trivandrum 695 035, India.

Let Your Creative Ideas Bloom

EKL Sudoku 8

Solving puzzles helps to
improve  concentration.
Fill each row, column and 3 x
3 grids in bold borders with
each of the digits from 1 to 9
using reasoning.          [BNN]
( Solution in page 42)

(Medium)

Group Contact
A low cost, multiuser system for re-establishing contact among members

of a group who have strayed into a large mall or exhibition ground. The

device with each person should display the location of other members,

preferably with distance to enable the members to come together again. Of

course, the mobile phone is another option, but is costly.

New Ideas
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Health

Nearly 22 million school days are lost every year in US  because of

the  fact that the common cold, and certain strains of E. coli, salmonella

and other bacteria can live on surfaces like cafeteria tables and

doorknobs for up to two hours,

estimates  U.S. Center for

Disease Control and

Prevention. To circumvent

this, a  proposal that would

require American

schoolchildren to wash their

hands  with antiseptic soap

before eating, and for the

schools to upgrade their hand-

washing facilities to  nationally

accepted standards, is now

under serious consideration by

the authorities. It is believed that such a step can reduce health-

related absenteeism in schools. No one disputes that it's important for

people to wash their hands after they use the restroom and before they

eat - especially in schools, which are  germ-incubators, in a way.

It is also clear from

observational studies that regular

hand washing is far from universal.

One study in the American Journal

of Infection Control found that

only 58 percent of female and 40

percent of male students washed

their hands after using the

bathroom.

Preventing the spreading of

germs and bacteria is a lifelong

activity, the early lessons for which

are to be taught to children both

at home and school.

Hand Washing for Health
A Must for School Children

Solution to EKL 8 Sudoku
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EKL Style Guide  Punctuation

 ‘The men who succeed best in public life are those

who take the risk of standing by their own convictions.’

- James Garfield

The Last Word

 British and American Ways

If some matter within quotes is to be punctuated with a

comma or full stop, where it should be put is a matter of

confusion for many. The punctuation is seen placed both

within and after the closing quotation marks in published

material. The fact is that In British English, when a quotation

mark appears at the end of a sentence the full stop is usually

placed after it. The matter is partly determined by the length

of the enclosed material: the longer it is, more acceptable is

that the full stop comes first. Any full sentence enclosed

within quotation marks will have its full stop before the final

quotation mark. In American English the full stop or comma

normally comes before the quotation mark.

eg. [British ] You say "tomAYto", I say "tomAHto". ·

[American] I say "tomAYto," you say "tomAHto."

An exception to the American rule occurs when the

placing of the full stop inside the quote would lead to

ambiguity, for example in describing commands to be typed

into a computer:·

At prompt >,  type "ls -lad".

In the case above, giving the instruction:·

At prompt >, type "ls -lad." would result in an error,

since the full stop has special significance in instructions

typed into a computer.

[VPG]
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